


    On the behalf of the entire  International Press Corps, I,  Priyal Jain, the

Editor in Chief for the HPS GlenGaze Model United Nations honour and

prestige, present the  newsletter - The HPS Newsletter.

    This newsletter, carries with itself the notion of free press, ardency of change,

diplomacy and rational argumentation. My note shall, in entirety, justify the role

of the International Press in a Model UN. For, it is just not another committee,

rather the voice of the unheard. The strength that which this committee holds,

shall never be at par for others. At the IP, the members have the ability to

reform, transform and transition, thus naming the assets at all, at par.  The

International Press Corps have invested significant amount of hard work to

unveil the hidden truths; revolving around the committees, hearing debates and

documenting speeches is not all that we have done. This newsletter represents

those voices which have been shut. Thus, in its entirety, ‘The HPS Newsletter’ is

a pioneer of truthfulness.

  Eventually, I hope, the services I

extended, did suffice the role of an

Editor in Chief.

  On this note, I wish you happy

reading!

Priyal Jain

Editor in Chief

N O T E  O F  T H E

Editor in Chief



The Press team has worked with a sense of commitment, openly and

coherence, undoubtedly astounding the entire Editorial Board.

I, as the Head of Caricature of HPS Glengaze MUN am very proud to say

that my team has worked very hard to ensure the accomplishment of an

astounding newsletter. 

I really hope you are impressed out of the sheer creativity displayed by the

press members. 

Regards,

HOC

Shreyas Sudip Mitra

This conference made me feel filled with euphoria every time I visited a

committee. I admired the way you all put in your best efforts, to remarkably

recognise the change. It was an amazing experience overall. I wanted this event

to help everyone elevate their confidence and improve their skill set. I learnt a

lot from all of you, as a first timer I even I felt a little nervous but on seeing your

cherishing faces and your active participation, I built the confidence which I

wanted. 

N O T E S  F R O M

Head of Caricaturists

A very hearty congratulations to all of you on

participating in this event and I hope that everyone of

you have learned something good.

Regards,

Naren Sridharan,

HPS GlenGaze MUN Secretary General.

Secretary General
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ECOSOCECOSOCECOSOC
Dear Diary,

 This pumping heart is nothing but a

burden. To breathe is feel heavy. To

dream is to be irresolute. To experience

is to be impractical. To be vivid is to be

hueless. The representatives keep talking.

The commercials do not shut. I heard a

new term, the TRP, and my mind has

been boggled ever since.

  My mother, a sweet one, who takes care

of her children alone felt it might induce

our happiness, but these rich minds, fill

our pockets with naiveness. 

  No, I am not tired of being able to hug

my mother nature every day, to sit in the

silts, or open a leaf book page. I am tired

because it is undefined.

  I know, in the middle of the night, those

with power will come, take our prestige.

Oh, not take, but snatch. Well, you know

big minds, big pockets, but do these

never fill?

 It's suffocating, we desire equality,

people say we deserve it too?

 But what does deserving mean? I

wonder.

  Remember diary, abundance is a myth.

Always and every time.

Yours... I don't know.

PRIYAL JAINPRIYAL JAINPRIYAL JAIN



Disability is a matter of

perception

It is not a matter of

complication.

Lowest display of

leadership is

 attacking the disabled.

learn to see them before

seeing their disabilities.

Choose not to add “dis”

To your abilities.

Know them for their

abilities

Not for their disabilities.

They are not disabled

But they are differently

abled.
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Knowledge, a word that is contrastic. To

be dumped or to be preached, that is the

real question. A world that is befitting, is

the world, we are all the dwellers of. To

realize the epicenter of cruciality, is to

negotiate with the ideas of simplified,

unified, and equity - be it in terms of

knowledge, association, development, or

sustainability. The belt chain, we are all

tied up in, has one prime way of exit -

Information Technology. The prevailing

discrepancies under the bracket of

sustainability and the varsity of differences

under the umbrella of financial capability

are the verses of the subject. The subject,

all together, however, varies from the

diaspora of the living of an individual.

Risking a life over indiscriminate

calculations of action, is morally

demeaning. The essence of faculty is

however to culminate ability into thought,

and the latter into action. The action,

whatsoever, would be charging. Thereby,

to resolute, the amalgam of Information

Technology towards a sustainable solution

will be a breakthrough.
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UNHRCUNHRCUNHRC
The digital age has been considered as one of the

greatest developments of the world today. It has

brought different benefits to our lives. There are

no boundaries or borders in the digital age.

Unfortunately, this has also brought about

various consequences. Generally, information is a

vital treasure. The digital age is providing people

with opportunities at the price of privacy

violations. The opportunities range from keeping

of data and information and working to online

financial transactions like electronic banking and

shopping on the internet. The hackers gain access

to sensitive information and data stored in

different sectors of the socioeconomic system and

break in remotely to damage or steal access

passwords and usernames. The social networks

help friends and families to keep in constant

touch through the internet. Individuals are no

longer able to keep private information away

from unauthorized access due to the complexity

of the digital age innovations. Privacy is a

controversial issue. Like in the physical world,

the private and the public must be separated in

the digital world as well. Therefore,We need a

constitutional definition and guarantee of the

right to individuality and privacy in the digital

age. It must be provided in the clearest terms by

the government.

NIDHARSHANANIDHARSHANANIDHARSHANA
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UNESCOUNESCOUNESCO

PRIYAL JAINPRIYAL JAINPRIYAL JAIN

Science is me, science is you. Was it

ever about a code? Or just another

experiment? Or was it a multi-

dimensional approach. Wasn't it

always equity. Yes, it was, it is, it will

be.

A unified bond between humanities

and science has always co-existed. For

the educational dimensions of

purpose, the bifurcation of subjects

has just been simplified. Rather, the

credit goes to the holistic approach.

The world is synchronous and so our

human brains. Indifferent yet

capacitated. 

The multi-professional approach to

provide access to abundant resources

will ultimately project into a

sustainable environment, be it

technically fostered, brainly

administered, or naturally flourished.

Equality is given birth whilst the

demeanance of over-authority

happens. So, shall be the case of

equitable education - both fruit and

purpose-full. 



CREDITSCREDITSCREDITS
OFOFOF

COMPILATIONCOMPILATIONCOMPILATION

PRIYAL JAINPRIYAL JAIN
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